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Abstract

We review empirical studies on how bioinvasions alter food webs and how a food-web
perspective may change their prediction and management. Predation is found to
underlie the most spectacular damage in invaded systems, sometimes cascading down
to primary producers. Indirect trophic effects (exploitative and apparent competition)
also affect native species, but rarely provoke extinctions, while invaders often have pos-
itive bottom-up effects on higher trophic levels. As a result of these trophic interactions,
and of nontrophic ones such as mutualisms or ecosystem engineering, invasions can
profoundly modify the structure of the entire food web. While few studies have been
undertaken at this scale, those that have highlight how network properties such as spe-
cies richness, phenotypic diversity, and functional diversity, limit the likelihood and
impacts of invasions by saturating niche space. Vulnerable communities have unsatu-
rated niche space mainly because of evolutionary history in isolation (islands), dispersal
limitation, or anthropogenic disturbance. Evolution also modulates the insertion of
invaders into a food web. Exotics and natives are evolutionarily new to one another,
and invasion tends to retain alien species that happen to have advantage over residents
in trophic interactions. Resident species, therefore, often rapidly evolve traits to better
tolerate or exploit invaders—a process that may eventually restore more balanced food
webs and prevent extinctions. We discuss how network-based principles might guide
management policies to better live with invaders, rather than to undertake the daunting
(and often illusory) task of eradicating them one by one.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past half century there has been increased concern about the

impacts of biological invasions (Gurevitch and Padilla, 2004). Examples

abound of invasions studies detailing spectacular impacts of invasions on

whole ecosystems. The impacts are diverse and, depending on the variables

considered, not necessarily negative (Gallardo et al., 2016; Jeschke et al.,

2014). For example, while introduced filter-feeding species deplete plank-

tonic communities, they improve water quality and create substrates that

favour benthic invertebrates and macrophytes (Higgins and Vander

Zanden, 2009). Invasive species must also exploit the resources available

in the recipient ecosystem, and thus establish trophic interactions with

the resident species. Among all various ways to describe an ecosystem, we

believe that networks, and especially food webs, which describe the trophic

links among species in a system (Montoya et al., 2006), are particularly inter-

esting for studying the impacts of invasions. Indeed, focusing on interspecific

interactions is necessary to understand how impacts might (or not) propagate

to the entire system. Food webs themselves are simplifications of the ecology
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of systems; they usually ignore spatial subdivisions, nontrophic interactions

(allelopathy, agonistic interference, creation of habitat, etc.) and mutualisms.

Yet they can be rich enough to capture the information necessary to inter-

pret and/or predict impacts of invasive species. For this review, our objec-

tive is to provide an overview of what is known about the impact of invasive

species on food webs. We particularly focus on how these impacts are trans-

mitted through trophic interactions, and when/where they are more likely

to occur. Our review is divided into four sections. The first section defines

the key terms used in this chapter; the second reviews studies of trophic

interactions between one invasive species and one or a few resident species;

the third section looks at more integrative studies focusing on how invasions

may alter the whole food web and the properties that make a food web more

or less robust to invasions. Finally, the fourth section explores how food web

“thinking” may help in the management of biological invasions.

2. DEFINITIONS AND LIMITS

Most important definitions have been collected in Glossary;

corresponding words are highlighted in bold in the text.

2.1 Invasive Species: An “Anthropocentric Concept”
There are many definitions of an invasive species, which use different

combinations of criteria based on origin, demography, and impact

(Blackburn et al., 2011; Gurevitch et al., 2011). For example, a species is

sometimes called invasive when, regardless of its origin, its growth is not

strongly regulated, resulting in monoculture or community dominance.

In aquatic ecosystems, bloom-forming cyanobacteria could be considered

invasive, by this definition, as they proliferate because of human-induced

changes in abiotic conditions that provide them with a competitive advan-

tage (Carey et al., 2012). However, the term “invasive” is more often used

for nonnative species whose expansion can cause economic or environmen-

tal harm and/or has negative effects on public health (Definition approved

by the Invasive Species Advisory Committee, April 27, 2006). The difficulty

with this definition resides in both the “nonnative” and “harmfulness”

notions. Regarding the former, changes in geographic range may reflect dif-

ferent processes. Although species invasions are often considered to be an

anthropogenic disturbance linked to growing commercial transportation

and habitat anthropization (Murphy and Romanuk, 2014), species distribu-

tions have always changed in time and colonization is also a natural
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component of natural systems such as metapopulations (Hanski, 1999;

Levins, 1969) and metacommunities (Leibold et al., 2004). Consequently,

whether a species is considered native depends on the time of introduction.

For this reason, in this chapter, we will distinguish between “native

species” (present in the community since prehuman times) and resident

species, which include ex-invasives that have become established locally.

It should be noted that the notion of “resident” is relative to a particular time

and invader; when contrasting “invasive” and “resident”, the residents are all

species that were established prior to the arrival of a particular invasive.

The impact of an introduction can be difficult to evaluate and predict.

Despite the development of tools such a bioeconomic modelling frame-

works (Leung et al., 2002), impact assessments are strongly influenced by

human expectations of ecosystem services, that depend on the stakeholder

point of view or sector of society, and on the spatial and temporal scales con-

sidered. The definition of “invasive species” based on harmfulness thus

appears “anthropocentric” and subjective despite its use in a policy context.

As a consequence, for the purpose of this review, we have chosen not to

include the notion of “harmfulness” in our definition of invasive species.

In the following we adopt the convention of using “invasive

species” to characterize any nonresident species, intentionally or

accidentally introduced, that is able to maintain, spread, and repro-

duce in the new habitat (Blackburn et al., 2011).

When introduced, a species may persist only if it is able to pass through

environmental and biotic filters. Environmental filters include all the abi-

otic conditions that determine the range of physicochemical properties,

often called the fundamental niche, that make a new habitat suitable for a

species to complete its life cycle. As an example, temperature is a major envi-

ronmental factor constraining the distribution of organisms (Gunderson and

Leal, 2016). Biotic filters include the level and availability of resources, com-

petition, and natural enemies, which define the realized niche. Species that

have been able to pass through these filters may not come alone. There are

numerous documented examples of parallel invasions, frequently of species

from the same area of origin (Ricciardi and MacIsaac, 2000).

2.2 Measuring Impacts on Food Webs: Objects of Study
and Methodology

There have been two ways to envisage the impact of an invasive species on a

resident community; one—by far the most common—is through a simple,

reductionist, species-centred approach, while the other is a holistic, food

web-based approach. Food webs are complex structures, which can be
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summarized as graphs with species or groups of species as nodes connected

by trophic links (“is eaten by” or, sometimes, “is parasitized by”), possibly

with some quantification of the intensity of transfer of energy or matter

through these links.

The idea of the species-centred approach is to study just the trophic links

through which an invasive species A influences a resident species B, focusing

on particular species known to have changed in frequency, abundance, or

diet after invasion. Experimental approaches of this kind include compari-

sons of diet and abundance of focal species before and after and invasion into

the community, and manipulative addition or depletion of populations in

controlled environments or in situ. Such approaches can be complemented

by a dynamical model of the abundances and interactions among the studied

species (e.g. Lotka–Volterra-type models) to identify key mechanisms

(Courchamp et al., 2000). Fig. 1 illustrates the fact that trophic links may

be direct (bottom-up or top-down effects, one step away from the invasive

species in the food web) or indirect, with one or more intermediate steps

Fig. 1 An idealized food web to illustrate direct and indirect trophic links through which
an invasive species (I) can affect resident species (R). Arrows go from prey (or host) to
predator (or parasite). Open circles represent species that are expected to increase upon
arrival of the invader, filled circles represent species that are expected to decrease. Types
of interactions are as follows, and for clarity vertical effects are highlighted in (A), while
horizontal effects are highlighted in (B) (although they exist simultaneously). Vertical
effects include direct top-down (R1) and bottom-up (R4) effects and indirect top-down
(R2) and bottom-up (R5) trophic cascades. Horizontal effects are only indirect and
include exploitative (R3) and apparent (R6) competition. We highlighted only one-
and two-step impacts of invasive species but effects may propagate further (blue circles).
The positive or negative direction of the impact will depend on the relative positions of
I and R in the food web. Considering the trajectory from I to R, if it includes an even
number of steps opposite to arrows, the impact will be positive; if the number of such
steps is odd, it will be negative (parity effects). Note that real food webs are much more
connected and complex than this idealization; often, more than one trajectory links
together the invasive species to a particular resident (e.g. intraguild predation, change
in trophic position with ontogeny), and the prediction of effects becomes very complex.
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involving other species than the invasive and the resident (cascades, exploit-

ative competition, and apparent competition). The complexity of most

real food webs makes it difficult to predict how the impacts of an invasive

species may propagate more than two steps away from it, as the number of

connected nodes rapidly increases with additional steps. Thus, in practise,

the species-centred approach is usually limited to the study of resident spe-

cies at two steps or less from the invasive (red circles in Fig. 1).

The principle of the food-web-centred approach is to compare foodwebs

before and after invasion, or to compare the positionof invasive species to that

of residents in a food web. Research on ecological networks has underlined

the role of some general characteristics of food webs such as the distribution

of the interaction strength, diversity, or connectance, in controlling the

productivity and stability of food webs (Ings et al., 2009). Sophisticated

algorithms are now available to measure such variables, and undertake cross-

network comparisons. The limiting step remains the acquisition of data; a

challenging and resource consuming task, which explains the small number

of empirical studies of invasion into food webs. In addition the available net-

works have some strong biases. For instance, plant–insect–parasitoid net-

works are relatively short and, being based on the sampling of vegetation

and the animals found within it, they tend to ignore those herbivores and

predators that do not permanently reside on plants (Carvalheiro et al.,

2008; Heleno et al., 2009). Other food webs include more functional groups

but changes after invasion are inferred mostly from species abundance, com-

bined with expert knowledge on feeding habits; thereby assuming that

changes in species diet follow changes in abundance, as expected from

optimal-foraging theory (Charnov, 1976).This is a valuable first step andmost

available data are of this kind. A few observational studies go further and track

changes in species diet through isotopes analysis, fatty acid, or stomach con-

tents (Deudero et al., 2014; Vander Zanden et al., 1999). Although trophic

characterization is challenging, recent molecular methods will provide

unprecedented opportunities for this kind of sampling (Kamenova et al.,

2017; Mollot et al., 2014; Pompanon et al., 2012; Vacher et al., 2016).

3. LOCAL EFFECTS: EFFECT OF INVADERS AT ONE OR
TWO STEPS OF DISTANCE

Introduced species inevitably create new trophic links, because they

eat and/or are eaten by resident species. Through these links, they affect

the demography and abundance of species around them and these effects
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may propagate at two or more steps of distance in the network (e.g. to the

prey of their prey, the predator of their predator). Based on this simple pre-

mise, there is an abundant literature examining the impacts of an invasive

species on one or more resident species. These studies examine local impacts

on the resident food web. Changes in the overall structure of food webs are

not the focus, and there is no attempt to exhaustively describe them. In this

section, we review these approaches using case studies to highlight the com-

mon themes and to answer the question “what makes the interaction

between invasive and resident different from similar interactions among

residents”?

3.1 Top-Down Effects
3.1.1 Invasive Predators May Have Large Impacts on Resident Species
Direct predation is the predominant mechanism by which invaders can dra-

matically decrease populations of indigenous species or even cause their

extinction (Bruno et al., 2005). The most spectacular cases come from insu-

lar ecosystems; classical examples include the snake Boiga irregularis, intro-

duced accidentally in the Guam island, where it quickly devastated forest

bird populations (Savidge, 1987) or the predatory snail Euglandina rosea,

HIGHLIGHTS
� Impacts of invaders on a few interacting species in the recipient ecosystem are

more often studied than impacts at the whole food web scale.
� Direct predation underlies the most spectacular impacts, and invasive predators

can drive resident species to extinction (Section 3.1). Competition (Section 3.3)
and apparent competition (Section 3.4) with invasive species lead to declines in
resident species, but rarely provoke extinctions.

� Invaders are often an important new resource benefitting the higher trophic
levels in the recipient ecosystems, but this positive effect may be opposed or
reversed by the decline in local prey due to competition with the invaders
(Section 3.2).

� Predation or competition between invaders and residents are often
asymmetrical, with more negative impacts of invaders on residents than the
reverse (Sections 3.1 and 3.2). This situation puts a selective pressure on resident
species which often evolve traits to better tolerate or exploit the invasive species.

� Introduced and resident species have no coevolutionary history, which may
result in extreme reciprocal impacts one way or the other. Asymmetry in impacts,
in favour of invaders over residents, most likely results from a filtering process
whereby only introduced species that overall benefit from interactions with
residents become successful invaders (Section 3.1).
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introduced in Moorea (Pacific) to control populations of the introduced

snail Achatina, but that instead wiped out endemic Partula snails (Clarke

et al., 1984). Invasion of lakes by large fish species that become top pred-

ators provide other examples: catch rates of local fishes were six times lower

after the invasion by smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu) and/or rock

bass (Ambloplites rupestris) in Canadian lakes (Vander Zanden et al., 1999,

see also Arthington, 1991). Planktonic communities of lakes previously

devoid of fish undergo similarly large changes after planktivorous fish

are introduced (Reissig et al., 2006). In some cases, although indigenous

prey do not go extinct, invasive predators displace them from their usual

range or habitat; thus, the predatory cladoceran Bythotrephes longimanus cau-

ses some copepod taxa to escape to deeper and colder water layers in lake

Michigan (Bourdeau et al., 2011). At the community level, a meta-analysis

(Mollot et al., 2017) shows that addition of predators is significantly asso-

ciated with decreases in resident species diversity in both terrestrial and

aquatic ecosystems.

3.1.2 Ecological and Evolutionary Naïvet�e Exacerbate the
Impact of Invasive Predators

A common theme in all these examples is that strong impacts occur because

of “prey inexperience”. The invader may be a formerly absent type of pred-

ator (i.e. tree-climbing snakes in Guam, predatory snails in Moorea) against

which local species have no defence, or a large-bodied species that eats

the previously top predators. Prey inexperience exists both in an ecological

and in an evolutionary sense. For example, the absence of fish in a lake

may represent a local, transient stage in a dynamical metacommunity with

extinction-colonization dynamics (Gravel et al., 2011; Massol et al.,

2017); the resulting community is “inexperienced” in an ecological sense,

dominated by zooplankton transiently taking the top-predator position.

On the other hand, the sensitivity of insular ecosystems to predatory invaders

is an evolutionary inexperience due to isolation and lack of predators for up

to millions of years; local species have not evolved—or have lost—their

defences during evolution. The evolution of flightless or ground-nesting

birds in remote islands, making them hypersensitive to the invasion of pred-

ators, represents an extreme case.

This situation poses a symmetry problem: why does a lack of previous

coevolutionary experience seem to benefit the invasive predator more than

the native prey in general? After all, the invader is as inexperienced as a pred-

ator, lacking specific foraging, or capture strategies, as the indigenous species
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is as a prey item, lacking specific defence. Thus, the impact of exotic pred-

ators on native prey might often be either dramatic or very slight, but not on

average more negative that when predator and prey have coevolved

together. This conception is illustrated in Fig. 2 showing a higher variance

in interaction strength between noncoevolved pairs, but the same mean as in

coevolved pairs. However, invasive species seem to exploit their prey more

rapidly and efficiently than natives (e.g. Morrison and Hay, 2011) and can

reduce more severely native prey than do native predators (Salo et al., 2007).

Several studies have shown that the functional response coefficients (i.e. the

relationship between resource density and consumer consumption rate) of

invasive species were generally higher than those of comparable native spe-

cies (Barrios-O’Neill et al., 2014; Dick et al., 2013). We hypothesize that

this asymmetry results from the “invasion filter”. Invasive–native pairs

are a nonrandom subset of all pairs of noncoevolved predator and prey

because inefficient predators simply fail to invade. As a result, one expects

an excess of asymmetrical predator–prey interactions in which invaders have
a large impact on their prey (Fig. 2). For a similar reason invasive predators

Fig. 2 An conceptual sketch of why invasive species (I) may have large impact on
natives (N) through predation or parasitism. The strength of the interaction between
two species can be measured by the impact of species B on the growth rate of
A (predation efficiency). We expect that random noncoevolved species pairs have on
averagemore extreme interactions (e.g. prey is totally undefended, or predator is totally
unable to exploit it) than coevolved pairs. Introduced-native (I–N) pairs are not
coevolved, but among introduced species only those that have a relatively high preda-
tion efficiency manage to invade (a process here represented for convenience as an
invasion threshold). As a result I–N species pairs show higher average predation effi-
ciency than native–native pairs (N–N), including a few extreme cases (right of the dis-
tribution) where the predator may drive the prey to extinction.
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are often generalist (see Section 4): indeed, specialists have less chance to find

exploitable prey outside their area of origin, and more often fail to invade.

Importantly, unlike abiotic conditions such as temperature, this filter is

expected to change as more and more invaders are incorporated as residents,

with which any newcomer will have to interact. This filter is further ampli-

fied by an investigation bias, as researchers prefer to focus on invaders known

to have had spectacular impact and/or proliferation.

One corollary of these asymmetrical interactions is that invasion should

put a high selection pressure on resident species to evolve defences—if they

are not driven to extinction first. We therefore expect rapid evolution in the

resident prey while invasive predators should not experience (or not imme-

diately) as much of an evolutionarily challenge, as they have already been

filtered. Studies of rapid evolution following invasion are now accumulating

(Strauss et al., 2006). They document several examples of rapid evolution of

defence in native prey, such as constitutive or inducible shell thickening of

marine molluscs after invasion by predatory crabs (Freeman and Byers, 2006;

Seeley, 1986; Vermeij, 1982).While we know of no example of traits evolv-

ing in invasive species to increase predation efficiency on natives, it is still too

early to draw general conclusions. Recent modelling suggests that it is only

when invasive predator traits lie within a narrow window that evolution can

help in successful invasion (Jones and Gomulkiewicz, 2012). Thus, the traits

of invaders, including predatory efficiency, most likely result from filtering

than from evolutionary change.

Finally, it is important to note that some resident species are themselves

recent invaders. In this case, a new invader may sometimes share some

coevolutionary history with recent invaders more than with native species.

This is the case for example of biocontrol agents, which can be considered as

intentional invasions of predators or parasites. Drawing on the lessons of

known catastrophic effects of generalist invasive predators, biocontrol pol-

icies are now restricted to the release of highly specific, coevolved, enemies

of a target pest species, such as specific plant-eating insects or parasitoids (see

Section 3.3). However, there is no absolute certainty about the specificity of

biocontrol agents. For example, parasitoid wasps originally introduced to

control pests now form the vast majority of attacks on native insects in

Hawaiian swamps (Henneman and Memmott, 2001).

3.1.3 Top-Down Effect of Invasions May Result in Trophic Cascades
The top-down impacts of an introduced predator may propagate several

steps down a food chain in what is often called a cascading effect (White
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et al., 2006). The typical expectation is a “parity effect”: species linked to the

introduced predator through an odd number of steps, such as its prey, are

negatively affected, while species at an even number of steps, such as the prey

of its prey, are positively affected. Several examples have been documented

in the invasion literature, with most being related to introduced top pred-

ators (Gallardo et al., 2016). For example, the introduction of

zooplanktivorous fish in a fishless pond can cascade down to an increase

in small zooplankton. Rotifers increase as their zooplankton predators,

Daphnia, and predatory copepods are eaten by fish, and particular groups

of cyanobacteria phytoplankton become abundant as phosphorus is no lon-

ger sequestered by the Daphnia (Reissig et al., 2006, see also Carey and

Wahl, 2014). Strong cascading effects seem particularly frequent in aquatic

ecosystems with algal-based primary production, perhaps because of the rel-

atively high efficiency of basal links in these food webs and their relatively

low diversity. Here a high proportion of the primary production is effi-

ciently consumed by primary consumers and energy transfer is shared among

a small set of abundant species, effectively forming simple food chains

(Shurin and Borer, 2002; Shurin et al., 2006; Strong, 1992). Trophic cas-

cades have even been proposed as a method for lake management, called

biomanipulation (Shapiro andWright, 1984). The idea would be to increase

piscivore fish, which will decrease planktivore biomass, increase herbivore

biomass, and decrease phytoplankton, resulting in higher water transpar-

ency. Planktivorous fish would be removed by intensive netting and the

lakes then restocked with piscivorous fish. Although strong effects of pisciv-

orous fish have been observed, the results from this method have beenmixed

and its success requires a particular set of conditions (shallow lake, macro-

phytes, etc.) and a deep understanding of local aquatic communities.

The likelihood of observing trophic-cascade effects appears lower in

more complex, reticulate food webs. Evidence from terrestrial ecosystems

points to frequent cascading effects of carnivores on plant damage and plant

biomass, but not as strong as in aquatic ecosystems (Shurin et al., 2006),

where it can lead to a rapid shift in the dominant group of primary producers

(Carlsson et al., 2004). To some extent, all biocontrol strategies can be con-

sidered as invasion experiments that rely on trophic cascades: for example,

the aim may be to increase the yield of a cultivated plant by introducing a

parasitoid of its insect enemy. However, cultivated ecosystems are artificially

simplified (monocultures with low diversity of predators and few trophic

levels), and in that respect are much more likely to display clear trophic cas-

cades than natural, more complex terrestrial food webs.
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3.2 Lateral Effects of Invaders: Exploitative Competition
3.2.1 Exploitative Competition is Expressed as a Two-Step

Path in a Food Web
Exploitative competition occurs between invasive species and residents

that lie at a two-step distance in the food web as they share the same resource

or prey. It is often cited as a mechanism for the impacts of invasive species.

However, although many studies measure the impact of invasives on resi-

dent species, the common resource is rarely identified or studied (White

et al., 2006). Indeed, following the population dynamics of three interacting

species in order to demonstrate exploitative competition is practically quite

difficult. However, examples have been demonstrated in different organisms

such as geckos (Petren and Case, 1996), snails (Byers, 2000), and fishes

(Arthington, 1991; McCrary et al., 2007). The relatively low number of

fully documented examples probably reflects empirical difficulty, rather than

a truly low frequency; the list of resources that two species may compete for

is often long, making it impossible to follow them all. Researchers may pre-

fer to put their effort into investigating interactions that are considered more

interesting, such as facilitation or apparent competition, than in illustrating a

classical concept that has achieved consensus but remains difficult to fully

demonstrate (or exclude). Yet competition, old-fashioned though it may

be, is probably responsible for many changes in numerical dominance within

a guild or trophic level, whereby an invasive species becomes quantitatively

dominant and reduces resident competitors to a subordinate position (Reitz

and Trumble, 2002). Accordingly, the effects of invaders tend to be negative

on the diversity of species that occupy the same trophic level, while also ten-

ding to be positive on diversity of species at higher trophic levels (the

“relative trophic position hypothesis”; Thomsen et al., 2014).

3.2.2 Extinctions by Competition Between Introduced and Native
Species Are Relatively Rare

Complete extinction of native species as a consequence of competition is,

however, relatively rare (Bruno et al., 2005; Davis, 2003; Gurevitch and

Padilla, 2004). One of the possible explanations for this lies with the diversity

of resources used by native species. Invaders are typically generalists, and the

chance that the invasive is competitively superior on each and every resource

is low. Resident species often have “exclusive” links with members of

the resident community that are not exploited by the invader, providing

themwith a refuge. Residents may therefore decrease in abundance, but sur-

vive because there remain exclusive prey items. In this case, invasion by a
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competitor results in ecological displacement, with the local species

restricting its realized niche to coexist with the invasives. For example,

Tran et al. (2015) showed that coexistence between the invasive topmouth

gudgeon, Pseudorasbora parva, and native fish species was possible due to

niche divergence. This was shown by a trophic analysis using stable isotopes

analyses, both in the wild and in the microcosms. Decreases in niche breadth

have also been documented for native ants (Human and Gordon, 1996) and

bees (Thomson, 2004) following invasion by competing species. All these

processes tend to reduce the dietary overlap between invasive and resident

species. Interestingly, this conclusion does not extend to interference

competition, in which direct attack-and-defence mechanisms are at play

and extinction is more likely, as in predator–prey interactions. For example,

invasive, clonal, or quasi-clonal ants that are particularly aggressive towards

other species, while not being so towards conspecific colonies, may locally

exterminate other ant species (Holway et al., 2002).

3.2.3 Asymmetry in Competition Impacts, Lack of Coevolutionary
History, and Invasion Filter

In the relatively few, detailed examples of exploitative competition that have

been published, the invader has a competitive advantage to exploit the most

abundant resource, due to better conversion efficiency of resources and/or

superior harvesting ability (Byers, 2000). We believe that this advantage

reflects the same process as for invasions by predators (see earlier): the lack

of coevolutionmay result in a large variance in reciprocal competitive impacts

between introduced and natives, but the overall bias in favour of invaders

results from the filtering of successful invaders. Again, we expect that local

species face an evolutionary challenge. Although most residents escape

extinction by leaving themost abundant resource to an invader with superior

competitive ability, and switching to aminor resource, this situationmodifies

the overall selection pressure they experience and encourages specialization.

Thus, investing in traits that optimize the exploitation of the minor resource,

possibly at the expense of losing the ability to exploit the resource recently

monopolized by the invader, will be selected. As an example of this evolu-

tionary character displacement, limbmorphology has evolved in a native

Caribbean lizard when it was restricted to terminal branches of trees, by an

invasive species that exploited the main tree trunk (Stuart et al., 2014).

3.2.4 Exploitative Competition May Be Mixed With Other Interactions
Cases of mixed exploitative competition and interference competi-

tion between invasive and native species have been described (Crowder
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and Snyder, 2010). Interference may reinforce the asymmetry of competi-

tion and the impact on native species (Amarasekare, 2002). An extreme

example of such interaction is intraguild predation, where the invasive spe-

cies feeds on its competitor. Intraguild predation seems to be involved in

many cases of invasions by insect generalist predators (Crowder and

Snyder, 2010). Similarly, introduced crayfish in streams eat both inverte-

brates and decayed vegetation, and thus, affect invertebrates both through

competition and through predation (Bobeldyk and Lamberti, 2008).

3.2.5 The Case of Invasive Fruit Flies Illustrates Asymmetric Competitive
Interactions Between Invaders and Residents

The family Tephritidae (true fruit flies) is invasive worldwide (Duyck et al.,

2004) and will serve us as an example of how invaders affect residents

through competition. Where polyphagous tephritid species have been

introduced in areas already occupied by a polyphagous tephritid, interspe-

cific competition has repeatedly resulted in a decrease in abundance of

the resident species, rather than extinction (Duyck et al., 2007). These inva-

sions appear to follow a “hierarchy” and no reciprocal invasions have yet

been observed (Fig. 3). This supports our hypothesis that invaders are filtered

to competitively dominate residents and illustrates the dynamic nature of this

filter, as each new invader, once incorporated into the community, adds a

new constraint that introduced species have to overcome to successfully

invade.

This hypothesis is further supported by the detailed study of the island of

La R�eunion. Four very similar fruit-infesting tephritids inhabit the island,

one endemic and three introduced species that have successively invaded

from 1939 to 1991. Asymmetrical, hierarchical interactions of exploitative

competition among species, both as larvae and as adults, and adult inter-

ference competition, have been demonstrated (Duyck et al., 2006a,b).

Recent invaders competitively dominate old ones in these lab experiments.

Traits such as the production of fewer, but larger juveniles, delayed onset but

longer duration of reproduction, longer lifespan, and slower senescence are

associated with competitive ability (Duyck et al., 2007).While each invasion

has led to a reduction in abundance and niche breath of a previously

established species, climatic, and host plant niche differentiation have even-

tually allowed coexistence (Duyck et al., 2006a,b).

The lack of reciprocal invasions (Duyck et al., 2004) remains to be

explained. If, for example, species A can coexist with a new invader, B,
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by exploiting a particular host plant or microclimate, why is A not able to

invade these specific environments when B is present? We suggest that in

the case of the tephritids in La R�eunion, and perhaps more generally, the

opportunity to invade is concentrated on a particular habitat and resource.

In La R�eunion these consist of human modified, cultivated lowlands (a rich

and warm habitat). This habitat may act as a gateway, where any candidate

invader must be able to establish a viable population and resist competition

from residents, before spreading to other habitats (Fig. 4). Here, the

invasion filter therefore favours species that are competitively superior

in the most abundant or accessible resource, irrespective of their perfor-

mance elsewhere. Their performance in other habitats will be, however,

important in determining their prospects of coexistence with future invaders

that may outcompete them for the major resource.

Fig. 3 A hierarchy of asymmetrical invasion links among polyphagous tephritids. Each
arrow represents the direction of invasion and competitive displacement of a resident
tephritid species by an introduced one. The residents can be native or previous invaders.
A single link may represent two or several independent occurrences of the same inva-
sion history (such as Hawaii, 1945; and Kenya, 2003 for Bactrocera dorsalis on Ceratitis
capitata). These links follow a hierarchical structure, as they are transitive but unidirec-
tional (no reciprocal links). Af, Anastrepha fraterculus; Al, A. ludens; Ao, A. obliqua; As,
A. suspensa; Ba, Bactrocera atra; Bc, B. curvipennis; Bcar, B. carambolae; Bd, B. dorsalis;
Bk, B. kirki; Bl, B. luteola; Bm, B. melanota; Bp, B. psidii; Bpe, B. perfusca; Bs, B. setinervis;
Bt, B. tryoni; Bx, B. xanthodes; Bz, B. zonata; Cc, Ceratitis cosyra; Ccap, C. capitata; Ccat,
C. catoirii; Cr, C. rosa. Reproduced with permission from Duyck, P.F., David, P., Quilici, S.,
2004. A review of relationships between interspecific competition and invasions in fruit flies
(Diptera: Tephritidae). Ecol. Entomol. 29 (5), 511–520.
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3.3 Bottom-Up Effects of Invaders
3.3.1 Invaders Provide Direct Benefits but Indirect Costs

to Local Predators
Invasive species represent a new, often abundant, resource to local predators

or parasites. As such, they are expected to have direct positive consequences

on resident species at higher trophic levels, and the residents may change

their diet to exploit them. For example, endangered endemic water snakes

from Lake Erie seem to draw large benefit from the introduction of gobies,

which now make up more than 90% of their diet (King et al., 2006). How-

ever, bottom-up positive effects on local predators/parasites might be partly

or completely offset, by negative indirect effects. The most obvious occurs

Introduced species

Resident species

Resulting community

Invasion limited by
colonization

Invasion limited by
competition leading to
complete exclusion

Invasion limited by
competition leading to
coexistence

Invasion unlikely to
happen because filter
niche already
occupied by a better
competitor

Filter niche

Better competitor in the filter niche

Lower competitor in the filter niche

Refuge niche of  the resident Refuge niche of  the introduced

A B C D

Fig. 4 Different simplified cases of invasion and prediction of the resulting community
according to the presence of a resident species, to the competition ability, and to the
niche breadth of this species. The “filter” niche corresponds to the habitat/resource in
which the introduced species needs to establish a viable population (and thus resist to
competition by the resident species) before spreading in other habitats. The “refuge”
niche of a species X corresponds to habitats where it competitively dominates the other
species (X>Y). (A) No resident species, invasion requires only the ability to colonize the
filter niche. In the other three cases, in the presence of a resident, the introduced species
must competitively dominate the resident in the filter niche to invade (invasion limited
by competition). (B) The resident species does not have refuge: it is excluded by the
introduced species. (C) The resident species is displaced to its refuge niche. (D) The
introduced species could survive in its refuge niche but does not reach it because it
is dominated by the resident in the filter niche.
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through competition: if an invasive species competitively displaces a more

profitable local prey, the net effect can be negative on the predator. Thus,

the replacement of native ants by less profitable invasive Argentine ants

(Linepithema humile) has contributed to a decline in ant-eating native lizards

in California (Suarez and Case, 2002). In a meta-analysis, Pintor and Byers

(2015) did not find invasive animals to be on average more or less profitable

to local predators than residents, in laboratory studies, but there was a trend

for positive effects on populations of local predators in the field. This suggests

that the high abundance of invaders often outweighs indirect effects via

competition. Reciprocally, healthy populations of resident predators are

assumed to limit or prevent invasions and their impacts, according to the

“biotic resistance hypothesis”. This is supported by experiments of pred-

ator removal leading to strong increases in invasive prey populations. For

example, the predatory native blue crab, Callinectes sapidus, controls

populations of invasive green crabs, Carcinus maenas (DeRivera et al.,

2005), and possibly also of invasive whelks (Harding, 2003) and zebra mus-

sels (Molloy et al., 1994) in North America. The same interaction between a

native predator and a native prey can be viewed both as a positive bottom-up

effect of invaders and as a biotic resistance exerted by the local species.

It would be incorrect, however, to be overly optimistic about positive

effects of invaders on higher trophic levels. The effects shown in the meta-

analysis of Pintor and Byers (2015) might be biased by an invasive species-

centred view that systematically excludes predators unable to exploit a

particular invasive species from the study; and by restricting the analysis

to animals eating animals. Invasions by plants may not benefit herbivore

invertebrate communities as much as animal invasions benefit carnivores.

Indeed, unlike carnivores, invertebrate herbivores often include many spe-

cialists that may fail to exploit introduced plants; instead, the latter will be

exploited by a few generalists, often themselves introduced, and the diversity

of local herbivores will decrease. This has been observed for example in a

suite of elegant studies of changes in herbivore insect and parasitoid commu-

nities following the spread of invasive plants (Carvalheiro et al., 2010;

Heleno et al., 2009). These processes have two implications. First, we expect

invasives to attract other invasives at higher trophic levels, and to see some

clustering of invasives together in the resulting food webs; second, the intro-

duction of specialist enemies of an invasive plant, taken from its area of ori-

gin, could be a way to—at least partly—offset its initial advantage on native

competitors. The latter principle indeed forms the basis of modern biological

control practise (McFadyen, 1998).
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3.3.2 Coevolutionary History and Invasion Filter Underlie Enemy
Release

The logic already applied to top-down and competition effects can also be

applied to the relationship between invasives and their native enemies. The

lack of coevolutionary history has often been expressed as the “enemy

release hypothesis” (ERH), which states that invaders dominate their local

competitors because they are not controlled by the enemies that used to keep

them in check in their area of origin; and because the native enemies in the

area of introduction have lower impact on them than on competing local

species (Carpenter and Cappuccino, 2005; Parker and Gilbert, 2007). How-

ever, Colautti et al. (2004) showed that although the first premise is

supported by data (as expected because the probability to introduce a species

together with its enemies is not one), there is no significant statistical trend

for the second statement. They argue that the empirical support for ERH has

been overstated. Strikingly, one explanation made by Colautti et al. (2004)

relies on the “increased susceptibility hypothesis”, whereby invasives are dis-

proportionately impacted by a few native local enemies—an argument that

seems to be the exact opposite of the ERH. We believe that the solution of

this paradox is that random noncoevolved species pairs should show more

variance in interaction strength but no directional bias, compared to

coevolved pairs. Rather, the bias again results from a filtering process: intro-

duced species with defences against local enemies enjoy higher invasion suc-

cess (see Fig. 2).

As a consequence, resident predator species should be more evolution-

arily challenged than their invasive prey. Carlsson et al. (2009) provide argu-

ments supporting this view. Indeed, invasive species often strongly and

definitively alter the available prey base for local predators; they often come

to constitute the main component of their diet, irrespective of their profit-

ability as a prey. As a result, any trait change in the predator that facilitates

exploitation of invasive prey comes with large fitness benefits. Of course,

changes in diet may reflect the immediate consequences of the replacement

of local prey by invasives, rather than changes in specific traits. However,

trait changes are expected to happen through either phenotypic plasticity

and learning or, more slowly, evolutionary change (Carlsson et al., 2009).

For example, fruit-eating bugs (Leptocoris tagalicus) in Australia have rapidly

evolved larger mouthparts that increase their efficiency at attacking the fruit

of an invasive vine (Carroll et al., 2005). In other cases, predators evolve

avoidance of toxic prey: some Australian snakes have evolved relatively

smaller heads, which prevents them from eating large individuals of invasive
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cane toads, and dying from ingestion of high doses of toxin (Phillips and

Shine, 2004). On the whole, most described cases of evolution of native spe-

cies in response to invasion are cases of herbivores, and particularly phytoph-

agous insects adapting to introduced plants (Strauss et al., 2006). Simberloff

and Gibbons (2004) have proposed that adaptation of resident predators or

parasites might be responsible for delayed declines of invasive populations

after an initial proliferation (the “boom and bust phenomenon”). This

remains to be fully tested, as other mechanisms (such as the recruitment

of new invasive enemies) might also be important.

Interestingly, there are also reasons to expect evolution of invasives in

response to a low impact of enemies—an evolutionary opportunity (relax-

ation of a constraint) rather than an evolutionary challenge (new constraint).

The evolution of increased competitive ability (EICA) hypothesis (Blossey

and Notzold, 1995) proposes that invaders can reallocate resources from

defence into growth and development. This intuitive hypothesis could

explain the existence of lags between introduction and proliferation of inva-

sive species, and why their competitive ability seems usually higher in

invaded compared to native areas. While EICA has been often mentioned

to explain plant invasions (Maron et al., 2004a,b; Vilà et al., 2003), it has

rarely been fully validated and therefore its true importance is currently

unknown (Gurevitch et al., 2011).

3.4 Apparent Competition Between Invaders and Residents
Apparent competition is an indirect effect that occurs when one a species has

a negative impact on another through the increase in abundance of a com-

mon predator or parasite (Holt, 1977). As noted earlier, invasive species

often boost the population of generalist predators (resident or introduced)

and can therefore be expected to contribute to the displacement of their

resident prey. Many spectacular cases, intuitively interpreted as competitive

displacement, may in fact involve apparent competition (in addition to

direct competition). Apparent competitionwill, however, not systematically

result in an asymmetrical advantage to an invasive species. For this, at least

one of two conditions must be fulfilled: (i) the invasive species may have an

advantage in direct competition that explains its increase in relative abun-

dance, which is then further amplified by apparent competition and/or

(ii) the invasive speciesmust be profitable enough to sustain large populations

of predators or parasites, with the latter possibly having a stronger negative

impact on resident competitors. Thus, natives can face increased predation
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by resident predators when compared to the preinvasion state. Roemer et al.

(2002) illustrated this case by modelling the indirect consequences of inva-

sions of the California Channel islands by feral pigs. The invasion made it

possible for a top predator, the golden eagle, to establish permanent

populations on the islands where it exerted strong predation on terrestrial

carnivores (foxes). The decrease in fox populations in turn allowed carnivore

competitors (skunks) to increase in abundance, these being relatively protec-

ted against eagle predation by their nocturnal habit. Predator-mediated

apparent competition can also result in “hyperpredation” (Courchamp

et al., 2000) and is the main reason why introducing predators to control

invasive species (e.g. cats to control rabbits in an island) is usually a bad idea.

Invasive populations may be demographically or behaviourally more toler-

ant to predation than insular endemics (e.g. birds). Similar situations have

been mentioned for invasive plants, which may eliminate other plants by

maintaining shared herbivore populations but being less attacked than the

natives. This can occur if they provide some resource other than food to

the herbivores, such as shelter. For example, the introduced seaweed,

Bonnemaisonia hamifera, provides refuge to herbivorous crustaceans against

fish predation. In turn these crustaceans attack competitor seaweed (Enge

et al., 2013). Parasites and pathogens can also mediate apparent competition,

with potential devastating effect on local species when the invader arrives

together with a pathogen from its area of origin, against which local species

have no immunity. For instance, squirrels (Tompkins et al., 2003) or

ladybirds (Vilcinskas et al., 2013) introduced into Europe seem to replace

local competitors through the activity of viruses and microsporidiae, respec-

tively, carried from their homelands. These cases are often referred to as

pathogen “spill-over”. Colautti et al. (2004) andWhite et al. (2006) list some

more examples of apparent competition between invasives and natives.

The biotic resistance offered by healthy predator populations against

invasion, necessarily represents a form of apparent competition exerted

by resident prey. Like exploitative competition, apparent competition

is difficult to demonstrate. When demonstrated it is often presented as an

exciting, neglected process (White et al., 2006); however, both exploitative

and apparent competition are ubiquitous and occur wherever prey and/or

predators are shared between species. In other terms, every time a species is

shown to be under top-down control by a generalist predator, it is necessar-

ily a case of apparent competition by the other prey of the same predator.

The null hypothesis would be better stated as exploitative and apparent

competition exist (possibly together), rather than that they are absent.
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Logically, the asymmetrical impacts of invaders through apparent com-

petition should be explained by the samemechanisms as the ERH: a mixture

of the lack of coevolutionary history and filtering. Here, the invasion filter

tends to select introduced species that tolerate local generalist predators bet-

ter than residents; as well as those that carry easily transmitted pathogens

against which they have an efficient immune defence. Interestingly, this

hypothesis would predict that resident species may often be challenged to

evolve increased defence not only against introduced predators and parasites

but also against resident generalist predators whose populations are boosted

by the arrival of an invasive species. We are, however, not aware of any such

example and this might be due to a lack of investigation of this kind of evo-

lution and/or it being interpreted as the indirect consequence of invasion by

a competitor.

3.5 Facilitation, Mutualisms, and Engineering: Nontrophic
Indirect Interactions

Trophic links do not underlie all the indirect impacts of invaders. In the

literature (White et al., 2006) indirect effects is a general term for effects

conveyed by trophic interactions but requiring two or more steps (compe-

tition, cascades, see earlier) and modifications of species abundances due to

providing or removing something other than a prey or a predator of the

focal species. This includes agonistic interactions such as interference

competition, but also some forms of mutualisms including habitat creation,

bioturbation, mycorrhization, and pollination, as well as changes in physi-

cochemical variables such as water clarification and capture of nutrients.

Ecosystem engineers that modify or create new habitats (e.g. zebra mussels,

and in general many reef-building species) have the potential to change the

base of primary production in an ecosystem (e.g. by clarifying water) and

facilitate the installation of many sessile or benthic species (Bruno et al.,

2005). This is illustrated in the meta-analysis of Mollot et al. (2017),

which shows that introduced detritivores are associated with increases in

biodiversity in aquatic ecosystems; the detritivore category indeed includes

some of the well-known filter-feeding invasive ecosystem engineers such as

bivalves. Here, we do not try to review these interactions, given our focus

on the consequences of trophic interactions of invasive species with the

resident species. However, ecosystem engineering by some invaders has

spectacularly altered entire communities and food webs and will be, as such,

mentioned in Section 4.
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4. GLOBAL EFFECTS: INVASIONS AT FOOD WEB SCALE

As seen in the discussion of local effects, in Section 3, each invader inter-

acts directly and indirectly with its neighbours in the food web. Do these

impacts propagate further? To address this, we need to move beyond

pairwise, food-chain interactions towards a food web approach of trophic

interactions at the community scale. Effects of invasions on food webs will

depend not only on the individual effect of one invader in the food web but

also on how many introduced species succeed at invasion and where they

insert themselves in the network. The questions developed in the context

of local effects can then be reformulated in a network context, as:

• What makes a food web resistant to invasion?

• Is invasion success related to a peculiar trophic position of invasive spe-

cies in food webs or are some parts of the food web more likely to be

invaded?

• When do invasions strongly modify food web structure?

4.1 Food Web Structure as a Biotic Filter
4.1.1 Species Diversity Might Increase Food Web Resistance to Invasion
Among food web characteristics, species diversity is the primary attribute

that has been related to resistance to invasion. Theory predicts that species-

rich communities are less invasible due to a more complete use of available

resources by diverse species (niche packing), leaving less resources for poten-

tial invaders (Kennedy et al., 2002; Tilman, 2004). Experiments on plant

HIGHLIGHTS
� Diversity is positively related to robustness to invasion, but other food web

attributes need to be considered. Connectance is the main property that has
been investigated so far, but its effect on food web robustness is not yet clear
(Section 4.1).

� The relation between trophic position in food webs and invasiveness seems
context-dependent and depends on where “available niches” are in the native
food web (Section 4.2).

� Effects of invasions can propagate through food webs and strongly modify food
web structure. This occurs not only through species extinctions but also through
changes in relative abundance of trophic levels, interactions between resident
species, or ecosystem engineering activity. However, current evidence might be
biased towards observations of spectacular effects (Section 4.3).
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communities generally support this prediction (Tilman et al., 2014). How-

ever, most studies have focused on the basal trophic level, and fewer on

higher trophic levels (Carey andWahl, 2014; Shurin, 2000). The latter have

mostly considered the effects of diversity on invasion success within a given

trophic level (but see France and Duffy, 2006; McGrady-Steed et al., 1997).

Most results match the theoretical predictions. For example, invasive com-

mon carp had a weaker negative effect on the growth of native fish when fish

diversity was higher in a mesocosm experiment (Carey and Wahl, 2014).

France and Duffy (2006) found that the diversity of crustacean resident

grazers decreased the establishment success of other introduced grazers.

Additionally, crustacean diversity decreased the natural colonization of other

sessile invertebrates. This result suggests that diversity at one trophic level

might have consequences on invasion resistance across trophic levels. Obser-

vational studies, however, suggest that species-rich communities support

more invasive species (e.g. Levine and D’Antonio, 1999). Discrepancies

between experiments and observational studies may reflect correlations

between diversity and other factors affecting invasions in natural systems.

Stachowicz and Byrnes (2006) suggested that species diversity decreased

invasibility only when resource was limiting and when there were few foun-

dation species. Other factors might determine invasibility at larger scale or in

more complex communities. Mechanisms behind the diversity effect are

based on interspecific competition, implicitly considering horizontal

diversity (Duffy et al., 2007) rather than overall food web diversity. How-

ever, vertical links might also play a role. For example, Sperfeld et al. (2010)

did not find effects of phytoplankton diversity on community invisibility,

invasion success being instead related to nutrient supply and herbivory.

Other components of food web structure thus require consideration in addi-

tion to species diversity.

4.1.2 Effects of Food Web Structure on Invasion: Beyond Diversity
Experiments manipulating complex food webs are scarce (but see Brown

et al., 2011 or Gauzens et al., 2015) as describing food webs is still highly

work intensive. There have been a few investigating the consequences of

the presence of herbivores or predators on invasive establishment in simpli-

fied food webs (e.g. food webs in the water-filled leaves of the plant

Sarracenia purpurea; Gray et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2002), aquatic food webs

based on phytoplankton and cladoceran consumers (Dzialowski et al., 2007;

Sperfeld et al., 2010), mussel beds (Needles et al., 2015). These studies

showed that consumers either decrease invasive success (Gray et al., 2015;
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Miller et al., 2002; Sperfeld et al., 2010), have no effect (Dzialowski et al.,

2007), or increase invasive establishment (Needles et al., 2015). As discussed

in Section 3, these contrasting results can be explained by the interplay of

negative effects of residents on nonnative species through direct consump-

tion and apparent competition mediated by consumers, enhancing the dom-

inance of the invader over residents.

Given the difficulty of assembling large food webs, the relationship

between food web complexity and invasion has mainly been studied via

numerical simulations. These studies have highlighted a relationship

between food web connectance and invasibility. While Romanuk et al.

(2009) predicted that invasion success decreased as connectance increased,

Galiana et al. (2014) and Lurgi et al. (2014) found that more connected

networks were less resistant to invasion. These contrasted results stem, in

part, from the process of construction of the networks during the simula-

tions. This process determines which food web properties covary with con-

nectance, such as species diversity and the proportion of species at the

different trophic levels, and these properties affect invasibility. Baiser et al.

(2010) found, for example, that invasion success of basal species and top

predators increased with connectance because highly connected networks

tended to have a low proportion of herbivores and a high proportion of

intermediate species. In contrast, the invasion success of herbivores was

low in highly connected networks because the proportion of basal species

was low and that of omnivore and intermediate species was high (Baiser

et al., 2010). On the empirical side, a recent meta-analysis suggested that

habitat types characterized by high-connectance food webs (e.g. marine

habitats) were less invaded than habitat types with low connectance such

as grasslands (Smith-Ramesh et al., in press). However, this correlation pro-

vides no direct evidence that connectance itself increases resistance to inva-

sion, as the very general habitat categories that were compared are likely to

differ by many other factors affecting invasion. Overall, theoretical and

empirical results suggest that food web connectance might not be the best

measure to assess food web robustness to invasion. Other food web mea-

sures, better reflecting potential niche availability for invaders, need to be

investigated in this context, such as trophic complementarity. Moreover,

we lack experimental and empirical studies directly relating food web struc-

ture and robustness to invasion. Recently, Wei et al. (2015) provided a first

experimental evidence that fine network structure can strongly determine

invasion success and establishment. They manipulated the structure of the

bipartite networks describing the consumption links between different
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bacteria in the soil and carbon substrates exuded by roots to investigate the

relationships between diversity, network connectance, and nestedness and

invasion success of a root pathogen. They showed that in this system,

competition across the network better explained invasion resistance than

bacterial diversity. In addition, high connectance and low nestedness lead

to reduced pathogen invasion, due to a more efficient use of carbon

resources (Wei et al., 2015). With the development of molecular techniques

and newmethods to describe interaction networks, this study points the way

to future empirical investigations of the links between network structure and

invasibility.

4.1.3 Food Web Ecological and Evolutionary History Might Affect Its
Biotic Resistance

Two types of models predict that food webs with long evolutionary history

are more resistant to invasion. Assembly models, in which communities are

built by successive species invasion events, show that invasion success

decreases with time (Drake, 1990; Law and Daniel Morton, 1996; Post

and Pimm, 1983). Similarly, models simulating food web evolution show

that new mutants have lower probabilities of invasion as the community

evolves through time (Brannstrom et al., 2011). These results are in agree-

ment with the idea that island communities, because they have less history of

species invasions than mainland communities, are more susceptible to spe-

cies invasion (Yoshida, 2008a). Other models of food web evolution, how-

ever, predict that food webs can become more sensitive to invasion by

primary producers (i.e. invasion leads to more extinctions), if they evolve

for a long time, due to increased consumer to producer species ratios

(Yoshida, 2008b). Yoshida (2008b) differs from Br€annstr€om et al. (2012)

by assuming that interactions depend on the matching of 10 characters,

not on a single trait, body size. In addition, candidate invaders are immigrants

in Yoshida (2008b) while they are mutants, hence derived from resident

types, in Brannstrom et al. (2011). The contrasted expectations of themodels

suggest that different mechanisms involved in community evolution, as well

as different histories between invaders and resident species, might strongly

determine the consequences of food web evolutionary history on robustness

to invasion (see also Jones et al., 2013).

Disturbances can make food webs more invasible, by reducing the diver-

sity and abundance of communities, thus alleviating competition and freeing

niche space (Shea and Chesson, 2002; St. Clair et al., 2016). In a microcosm

experiment with a simple aquatic food web of protozoans and rotifers,
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Kneitel and Perrault (2006) showed that invasion success increased in the

presence of drought disturbance. Observational studies provide other

examples. Goudswaard et al. (2008) hypothesized that the 25-year delay

between the introduction of Nile perch in Lake Victoria (in 1954) and its

invasion (in 1979) was due to control by native haplochromines fishes that

compete with and prey on juvenile perch; overfishing of haplochromines in

the 1970s released the invasion (but see Downing et al., 2013). Nutrient

enrichment can also increase invasion success because higher levels of

resources might decrease resource limitation for invaders in food webs

(Miller et al., 2002, but see Lennon et al., 2003). Some studies have also

suggested that the presence of an invasive in a community might facilitate

the success of new invaders (invasional meltdown) (Simberloff, 2006).

For example, the invasion of a land snail on Christmas island was strongly

facilitated by the presence of a highly invasive ant species (Green et al.,

2011). Ants killed a land crab, which preyed upon the snail. However,

the hypothesis of invasional meltdown remains a topic of some debate.

Several studies have not found positive interactions between invaders

(Orchan et al., 2013) and some have even shown that invaders can interact

negatively (Griffen et al., 2008). The type of interactions between invaders

will likely depend on their ecological position in the food web.

4.2 Position of Invasive Species in Food Webs
Whether invasive species have particular traits is important for predicting

their establishment and impact in communities. Traits correlated with inva-

siveness have been found for different taxa, although they often differ

between studies. For example, invasiveness has been related to growth rate

or root allocation in plants (Van Kleunen et al., 2010), habitat generalism

(Cassey et al., 2004), and tolerance of new environments (Blackburn

et al., 2009) in birds, spawning habitat requirements and life history in fishes

(Mandrak, 1989; Olden et al., 2006). We believe, however, that attempts to

find traits characterizing efficient invaders in general, without any reference

to resident species, are bound to fail, as the probability to invade will be

found to be higher in species that are more fecund, long-lived, resistant,

voracious, mobile, and plastic than others, i.e., Darwinian demons. The

“invasion filter” must be relative to resident species, especially for traits

involved in trophic and competitive interactions. In a food web context,

the question is whether successful invaders have a particular position in food

webs (e.g. trophic level, generalism) compared to natives.
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4.2.1 Trophic Level May Act as an “Invasion Filter”
Invasive species can be found in all trophic levels, from basal (e.g. plants such as

theN-fixing treeMyrica faya inHawaii; Vitousek et al., 1987) to top levels (e.g.

top predator such as the brown tree snake inGuam; Fritts andRodda, 1998). It

has been suggested that species feeding at lower trophic levels should have

higher invasion success because there are more resources available at the bot-

tom of food webs (Gido and Franssen, 2007). A few studies suggest that inva-

sive species belong more often to the second trophic level (i.e. herbivores and

detritivores) than to higher trophic levels. For mammals and birds, herbivore

species had higher success than carnivore species at the introduction stage

(more likely to be introduced) (Jeschke and Strayer, 2006). By analysing

the distribution of marine invasive species among trophic groups in four

regions, Byrnes et al. (2007) found that 70% of the invasions belonged to

the second trophic level (herbivores, deposit feeders, and detritivores).

Strong and Leroux (2014) also found a greater proportion of invasive species

at intermediate trophic levels compared to basal and top levels in a terrestrial

mammal food web. However, the relation between species trophic level and

invasion success remains equivocal. Indeed, Jeschke and Strayer (2006) found

that once mammal carnivores passed the introduction stage, they had a higher

probability of establishment and spread than herbivores (see also Forsyth et al.,

2004). Ruesink (2005) also showed for fishes that omnivorous species had

higher establishment success than herbivores and zooplanktivores. In addition,

comparison of the trophic level of invasive fishes between their native and

introduced ranges indicates that species tend to shift to intermediate trophic

positions in the food web, adopting higher trophic levels or lower positions

as appropriate (Comte et al., 2016). Furthermore, theoreticalmodels give con-

tradictory predictions with greater invasion success being expected for either

herbivores (Romanuk et al., 2009) or larger species generally occupying high

trophic levels (Lurgi et al., 2014). The relation between trophic level and inva-

siveness thus seems context-dependent and it might depend on the degree of

“available niches” at the different trophic levels in the food web.

4.2.2 Generalism, Vulnerability, and Interaction Strength
of Invasive Species

In Section 3, when considering local effects, we suggested that a lack of

coevolutionary history, when combined with the invasion filter can result

in imbalanced pairwise interactions between invasive and resident species, to

the benefit of the invasive. At the food web level, the number of links that an

invasive species has might also determine its invasion success. Theoretical
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studies indeed predict that high generalism and low diversity of enemies

facilitate invasion in food webs (Galiana et al., 2014; Lurgi et al., 2014;

Romanuk et al., 2009). However, empirical studies do not show such sig-

nificant correlations between diet breadth and invasion success in large

datasets of mammals and birds (Cassey et al., 2004; Jeschke and Strayer,

2006), although invasive fishes tend to be more omnivorous in their intro-

duced range than in their native range (Comte et al., 2016). Few studies have

considered invasive generalism and vulnerability at food web scale. Strong

and Leroux (2014) reconstructed the highly invaded terrestrial mammal

food web of the island of Newfoundland. They found that nonnative her-

bivores and insectivores without predators tended to be more generalist than

natives but differences between food web positions were less clear for other

functional groups. While we expect that invasive species might have greater

generalism and higher interaction strengths, as well as lower vulnerability,

the scarcity of food web data with quantified interaction strengths has

precluded the test of these hypotheses at the food web level.

4.2.3 Dissimilarity Between Invasive and Noninvasive Positions
in Food Webs: Weak Evidence?

The idea that phylogenetic, functional, or ecological originality of an alien

species (relative to a recipient community) favours invasion is well developed

in the literature. Invaders that are more phylogenetically distant to the native

community are expected to have greater invasion success (Davies et al.,

2011). Similarly, in fish communities, successful invasive species tend to

be positioned outside or at the border of the morphological (Azzurro

et al., 2014) or life-history and trophic (Olden et al., 2006) trait space defined

by the resident community, supporting the niche opportunity hypothesis. It

seems, however, that trophic links are not the only niche component to con-

sider. Penk et al. (2015) found that invasion of the mysid shrimp Hemimysis

anomala in aquatic mesocosms was unaffected by the density of a native

shrimp (Mysis salemaai). Although both species shared similar trophic niches,

they strongly differed in their life-history traits, M. salemaai was univoltine,

whereas H. anomala had several broods per year. This would suggest that

trophic similarity is not always the main determinant of invasion success.

While differences between invasive and native species might provide

niche opportunities to invasive species, these differences might also prevent

invasion if the invasive species is unable to exploit available resources or to fit

into its new environment. Thus, the relationship between phylogenetic dis-

tance to native species and establishment success is not always positive and

could even be negative (Jones et al., 2013). Jones et al. (2013) model suggests
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that the sign of the relationship may actually depend on the modes of inter-

specific interactions that prevail during community evolution (phenotype

matching or phenotype differences). Future studies will be needed to

assess the relative importance of trophic dissimilarity of invasive species in

this context. Petchey et al. (2008) proposed a measure of trophic uniqueness,

based on the overlap among species in their prey and predators, which could

be useful for such studies.

Following on from our arguments for invasion at the local scale, in

Section 3, we apply the same argument to provide a solution to the ambiguity

of results of trait/trophic position comparisons between invasives and natives.

Long-term evolutionary and ecological divergence between source and recip-

ient communities implies that combinations of traits (and subsequently

resource use) displayed by invasives should often lie outside, or in a marginal

position to, the distribution of traits in native congeners. Among these possible

combinations, however, the invasion filter retains only those that allow the

introduced species to overcome impacts of competition, predation, or appar-

ent competition exerted by the natives, or to exploit them as prey, host, or

mutualists. These might be called the “available niches”, in the broadest sense.

The variety of impacts that invasives have on other species (see Section 3) and

on the food webs as a whole (see later), would indicate that “available” does

notmean “empty”: invasives not only fill available gaps but also do often divert

resources that were previously consumed by other species.

4.3 Impacts of Invasions on Food Web Structure
4.3.1 Additive Effects on Food Web Structure and Beyond
The invasion of a species into a community modifies food web structure

through the addition of a new node and new links. These additive effects

will depend both on the number of invasive species, a numerical effect that

will be determined by food web resistance to invasion, discussed in

Section 4.1, and on how adding invaders shifts the average characteristics

of the food web, a reweighting effect determined by the difference between

native and invasive trophic positions, as discussed in Section 4.2 (see Fig. 5).

These additive effects can significantly affect food web structure. Byrnes

et al. (2007) suggested that invasions should affect the shape of the food

web of the Wadden sea with more species at intermediate levels because

invaders tend to occupy the second trophic level in this marine ecosystem.

Strong and Leroux (2014) studied a mammal community (see Fig. 6B) and

found that link density increased with the addition of nonnative species, as

well as the fraction of intermediate species and food web generality, while

food web vulnerability decreased.
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However, invaders might also have impacts on food web structure

beyond simple additive effects, for example, by modifying the abundance

and interaction strengths in the community, by triggering species extinctions

or changes in species diets. Investigation of these nonadditive effects requires

data comparing the communities with and without invaders. Such compar-

ison can either be achieved experimentally (Salvaterra et al., 2013) by com-

piling data before and after invasion (e.g. Woodward and Hildrew, 2001;

Fig. 6C and D) or by comparing field sites with varying invader densities

(e.g. Carvalheiro et al., 2008; Heleno et al., 2010; Fig. 6A). Additionally,

well-resolved food web data are necessary to assess changes in links and

interaction strengths following shifts in species diets. In the following, we

report existing evidence for several types of nonadditive consequences of

species invasion on food web structure: species extinction, shifts in interac-

tions, and propagation of effects (Fig. 5).

4.3.2 Effects Beyond Additions: Is Species Loss a Common Effect?
Several well-known invasions have been related to dramatic species extinc-

tions, mostly through direct predation. Extinctions of several hundred spe-

cies of haplochromine fishes in Lake Victoria in the 1970s have been

attributed to predation by adults of Nile perch (Goudswaard et al., 2008;

Witte et al., 1992). The brown tree snake in Guam has also exterminated

Additive
effect

Nonadditive
effects

Small reweighting
of  food web structure

Strong reweighting
of  food web structure

Extinctions

Attenuation: no effects
beyond two-step away

for invader

Propagation of  effects

Changes of  interactions

Fig. 5 Potential effects of invaders on food web structure. The native food webs are
represented in blue, while invaders and their trophic interactions are in red. In the
two bottom webs, native species affected by invaders are represented with blue circles
filled in red.
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Fig. 6 See legend on next page.
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many native vertebrates, by predation and apparent competition with intro-

duced alternative prey (Fritts and Rodda, 1998). However, these studies are

mainly correlative and it is difficult to precisely identify the causes of extinc-

tions, as other environmental changes can cooccur (Gurevitch and Padilla,

2004). For example, although predation by adult Nile perch gave the final

blow to many haplochromine species, their stocks had already declined due

to overharvesting and pollution, prior to the boom of the Nile Perch.

Populations of large haplochromines, by predation and competition with

juvenile Nile Perch, previously prevented them from becoming adult and

therefore may have provided resistance to the Nile Perch invasion. Their

decline allowed adult Nile Perch to become abundant and haplochromines

then became their prey and many went extinct (Downing et al., 2013;

Goudswaard et al., 2008; Witte et al., 1992).

Few studies have considered the consequences of invasion on native spe-

cies richness through an explicit food web approach (examples in Fig. 6).

Carvalheiro et al. (2008) investigated how an invasive seed-herbivore altered

the structure of a plant–herbivore–parasitoid network. They found a nega-

tive impact on native species richness of both seed herbivores and their spe-

cialized parasitoids, likely resulting from strong apparent competition

Fig. 6 Examples of four studies using a food web approach to analyse consequences of
invaders on ecosystems. In all networks, species considered as invasive are highlighted
in red as well as their trophic interactions. (A) Comparison between food webs from sites
with different percentages of invasive plants in the Azores. The three networks repre-
sent observed interactions between plants, seed herbivores, and parasitoids, aggre-
gated across several locations according to their percentages of seeds from invasive
plants. Each rectangle represents a species which width is proportional to the number
of interactions observed for this species. Endemic species to the Azores are represented
in black. (B) Terrestrial mammal foodweb of the island of Newfoundland in Canada. Data
were compiled from literature analysis of the species diets. (C) Food web of the Broad-
stone stream in Sussex, UK, after invasion by the dragonfly Cordulegaster boltonii. The
food web was described thanks to gut content analyses of top predators in the web.
(D) Comparison between the food web of the Oneida Lake, USA, before and after zebra
mussel invasion. Carbon flows between species in the food web were estimated from
data on biomass, production, respiration to biomass ratios, and diet proportions of taxa
from the literature and expert knowledge on the study system. (A) Data retrieved from
Heleno, R.H., et al., 2009. Effects of alien plants on insect abundance and biomass: a food-
web approach. Conserv. Biol. 23 (2), 410–419. (B) Data retrieved from Strong, J.S., Leroux,
S.J., 2014. Impact of non-native terrestrial mammals on the structure of the terrestrial mam-
mal food web of Newfoundland, Canada. PLoS One 9 (8), e106264. (C) Data retrieved from
Woodward, G., Hildrew, A.G., 2001. Invasion of a stream food web by a new top predator. J.
Anim. Ecol. 70 (2), 273–288. (D) Data retrieved from Jaeger Miehls, A.L., et al., 2009. Invasive
species impacts on ecosystem structure and function: a comparison of Oneida Lake, New
York, USA, before and after zebra mussel invasion. Ecol. Model. 220 (22), 3194–3209.
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between the invasive seed-herbivore and native ones (through an increase in

generalist parasitoids). Heleno et al. (2009) studied the consequences of an

invasive plant on plant–herbivore–parasitoid food webs (see Fig. 6A). Plant

and herbivore diversities decreased, and the loss of herbivore richness likely

resulted from a decrease in seed production during some time of the year.

These examples show that local extinctions following species invasion can

have multiple and cooccurring trophic causes, from direct predation or

competition for resources to apparent competition. Invasions can also

increase species richness. A meta-analysis on field experiments in marine sys-

tems (Thomsen et al., 2014) documented predominantly negative effects of

invaders on diversity of species at the same trophic level, but positive effects

on diversity at higher levels, suggesting that species at higher trophic levels

come to rely on food and habitat provisioning by invaders.

Several studies report strong changes of invaded food web structure that

are not associated with extinctions of resident species. Woodward and

Hildrew (2001) compared streams before and after the invasion of a polyph-

agous top predator and found increased complexity and food chain length but

did not report any species extinction. Salvaterra et al. (2013) showed that food

web structure in freshwater mesocosms was significantly affected by an algal

invader,with higher connectance andproportionof intermediate species; but

species richness didnot change significantly.Thus, changes in foodweb struc-

ture following invasion might, in most cases, be mainly related to changes in

trophic group abundances rather than to species extinctions, as suggested by a

recent meta-analysis on aquatic ecosystems (Gallardo et al., 2016).

4.3.3 Effects Beyond Additions: Changes in Interactions
Might Be Frequent

Few studies have investigated how specific interactions between resident

species are modified by invasion. Most studies on food webs infer links from

the identity of the species present combined with literature and expert

knowledge (e.g. Strong and Leroux, 2014). To our knowledge, the studies

that have assessed the consequences of invaders on food web structure by

direct quantification of trophic links (through gut content analysis:

Woodward and Hildrew, 2001, direct observation: Carvalheiro et al.,

2008, 2010; Heleno et al., 2009) did not analyse how invasion modified

interaction strengths between species or induced shifts in diets. Jaeger

Miehls et al. (2009) suggested that invasion by the zebra mussel strongly

modified the distribution of carbon fluxes between species in the Oneida

Lake food web by reinforcing the benthic pathway to the detriment of

the pelagic pathway (see Fig. 6D). However, this study did not assess fully
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shifts in species interactions, as they were not quantified by direct observa-

tion but rather inferred from data on species biomasses and a literature search

on species production and diet.

Those studies that have investigated trophic shifts in resident species fol-

lowing invasion have not directly observed interactions between species but

have rather assessed trophic position through isotope analyses (Tran et al.,

2015; Vander Zanden et al., 2010). Vander Zanden et al. (1999) found that

following the invasion of two species of bass in Canadian lakes. The resident

trout shifted from having a predominantly littoral fish diet to a predomi-

nantly pelagic zooplankton diet and thus dropped in trophic level. Tran

et al. (2015), in investigating the trophic shifts of competing native and

invasive fishes, found that trophic niches of invasive and native species were

more divergent when they were in competition than when the fish species

were growing in isolation. These two studies would suggest that invaders

induce phenotypic shifts in trophic interactions for native species either

under direct competition or under predation by the invader. As noted in

Section 3, evolution of resident species in response to invasion might also

play a role in such shifts.

4.3.4 Effects Beyond Additions: Propagation Through the Food
Web or Attenuation?

We might expect an attenuation of impacts of an invasion in a food web as

we move away from the invader position in the network, with species close

to the invader being expected to be more affected than species further away.

Indeed, models on the consequences of extinction predict decreasing effects

on species abundances as the degree of separation from the extinct species in

the food web increases (Berlow et al., 2009). However, in reality, most spe-

cies might be within two or three links to each other in food webs (Montoya

et al., 2006). There is now abundant evidence that the effects of the intro-

duction of invasive species are not always restricted to the abundance of spe-

cies one or two links away from the invader. Rather, invasion can trigger

trophic cascades, affecting the abundance of the main trophic groups in

the food web (e.g. Penk et al., 2015, reviewed in Gallardo et al., 2016).

Large impacts are also likely to occur when the invader is an ecosystem

engineer that strongly modifies the physical environment (Sanders et al.,

2014). For example, the bioturbation of the invasive common carp and

red swamp crayfish increases sediment resuspension which can lead to

major shifts in food webs in lakes, from macrophyte dominated ecosystems

with clear waters to phytoplankton dominated systems with turbid waters

(Matsuzaki et al., 2009). Large-scale food web impacts are also expected

when the invader affects the abundance of a keystone species or an
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ecosystem engineer. The consequences of the invasion of the crazy ant

Anoplolepis gracilipes on Christmas island are a good example of such case.

The ant has a strong negative impact on an endemic land crab that burrows

and indirectly modifies the plant composition and diversity in forests, as well

as associated insect communities (O’Dowd et al., 2003).

It is, however, difficult to assess whether these large effects of invasion are

general or not. Effects of invaders might not always spread through the food

web. Current evidence on the consequences of invasions on food webs is

probably biased towards observations of spectacular effects since they are

effects noticeable directly. It is also unclear whether the food web conse-

quences of invasive species depend on the ecosystems concerned. Aquatic

ecosystems often show stronger trophic cascades than terrestrial ecosystems

(Shurin et al., 2006; Strong, 1992), which might make them more sensitive

to invasions. A recent meta-analysis also suggests that invasive plants have

different effects on green foodwebs, based on primary producers, and brown

food webs, based on decomposers, which depend on the type of ecosystem

(McCary et al., 2016). Invasive plants appear to decrease the abundance of

decomposers and herbivores in woodlands but not in grasslands, and brown

food webs are more affected by invasive plants in woodlands than in wet-

lands. Future studies will need to collect more data on food webs before

and after invasion to assess the generality of the effects of invaders at food

web scale and how they depend on ecosystem types.

5. HOW DOES A NETWORK PERSPECTIVE INFLUENCE
THE MANAGEMENT OF INVASIVE SPECIES?

HIGHLIGHTS
� Prevention of invasion should incorporate information on local interaction

networks. Quantifying network diversity is a necessary first step, but trait
distributions give powerful additional information to identify empty niches
(Section 5.1).

� Knowing the relative importance of bottom-up and top-down controls at
different trophic levels in communities can help one to find the best ways to
control an invader’s growth rate, depending on its trophic position (Section 5.2).

� Eradication programs may have unexpected impacts, especially indirect effects
on nontarget species mediated by network structure. The efficiency of
eradication is also limited by evolutionary processes such as the cost of
adaptation of residents to the presence of invaders, and evolutionary rescue of
invaders through the acquisition of traits allowing to survive eradication
methods (Section 5.3).
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5.1 Preventing Invasions From a Network Perspective
Our increasing knowledge of the structure and functioning of ecological

networks is opening new doors to research that may eventually help in

the management of invasive species. Given that invasive species are notori-

ously difficult to remove (Gardener et al., 2010; Kettenring and Adams,

2011), it may be interesting to try to maintain ecological networks that

are inherently difficult to invade. Resistance to invasion is one of the many

measures of stability in community ecology (McCann, 2000) that has been

amply studied from a theoretical point of view and that is not too difficult to

assess, so that we could rely on a few mechanisms based on theory or exper-

iments to help the management of biological invasions.

Let us focus first on the concept of species packing along niche axes

(MacArthur, 1970) and community closure (Br€annstr€om et al., 2012). As

mentioned in Section 4, diversity protects against invasions. Thus, the main-

tenance of diversity per se could be an important management target. Low-

diversity webs inherently attract invaders, and invasive removal itself is

unlikely to solve the problem, as long as niche opportunities persist.

Diversity-oriented management is particularly important in the case of well-

defined, isolated systems, such as lakes or islands. In such instances, empty

niches may exist, for example, abundant prey without predator, due to dis-

persal limitation. One may want to preserve the situation as it is, if some of

the prey are endemic or patrimonial, but the vacant niches make the net-

work inherently vulnerable to invasions (Gravel et al., 2011). It may well

be that protecting the network by removing invasive predators in such

instances simply delays the inevitable. Management may then have to trade-

off the benefits and costs of current invaders with the ones of other possible

other invaders. “Vaccinating” such a systemwith an invader with mild effect

that fills an empty niche, thus preventing subsequent invasions by higher

impact invaders might be more suitable in the long run. On a related note,

any success at removing an invasive may indicate that the removed invader

was not very high on the fast reproduction/high competitive ability scale. Its

removal may open the door for faster or more competitive invaders that may

not be so easily removed.

Next to diversity, several aspects of web structure or functioning may

also be managed to produce a network that is resistant against invasions.

From the observed importance of top-down controls and indirect compet-

itive effects, it can be inferred that maintaining healthy populations of top

predators as well as omnivore predators is an important management target

as they reduce the probability of invasion (Hawkes, 2007; Shea and Chesson,
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2002). More generally, in order to avoid or limit the impacts of invasions,

functional diversity may matter more than species diversity. Indeed, if an

invader creates a new functional group within the receiving network,

this invasion will by definition modify the overall functioning of the

web. Consequences can then be far reaching (Ehrenfeld, 2010), as such inva-

sive species can redistribute biomass constraints and nutrient fluxes within

the network. As an example, Yelenik and Antonio (2013) showed that

invasive C4 species in Hawaiian woodlands have favoured the subsequent

invasions by nitrogen fixers through modifications of plant–soil nutrient
feedbacks. One corollary of this is that, if it were possible to maintain eco-

logical networks that contain a large set of functions (i.e. a high level of

functional diversity), any incomer would likely be redundant with species

already present. This would reduce the probability that the impact of the

invasive species is large.

Aspects of network functioning are increasingly linked to species traits

within the network (Cadotte et al., 2015; Deraison et al., 2015). As a con-

sequence, networks that contain complete sets of traits may be less vulner-

able to biological invasions or suffer less impact when invaded due to trait

and function redundancy. Trait distributions are increasingly measured

and can be compared among networks and ecosystems (Ackerly and

Cornwell, 2007; Stegen et al., 2009). By doing such comparisons, it is pos-

sible to assess how complete the network is in terms of trait (e.g. in terms of

body size distribution), compared to other equivalent networks. For

instance, it may be possible to compare the body size distribution in different

lakes of similar sizes within a region to infer whether networks differ in trait

distribution, outliers being especially interesting in terms of vulnerability to

invasions. Such an analysis, however, requires that comparable ecosystems

exist, and also that the key traits can be identified for comparison. Such traits

exist for the plant compartments in the food webs, in which a slow/fast

structuring continuum of traits has been clearly identified (Wright et al.,

2004). Among the animals in food webs, there is ample evidence that body

size determines interactions and global functioning (Brose et al., 2006;

Cohen et al., 2003; Loeuille and Loreau, 2009). Body size also has the advan-

tage of often being easier to measure, in comparison to other traits. There-

fore, an analysis of size distribution of different ecosystems in a region may

allow the identification of some gaps in local distributions. These gaps may

be likely candidates for future invasions.

From the consideration of all these points, a general pattern emerges.

Communities that have a high species diversity, healthy top predator
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populations, and complete sets of traits and functions are less likely to be

invaded. Therefore, the best way to deal with biological invasions is to

act preventively and to keep ecosystems in good shape (Chapin et al.,

2000). Biological invasions should not be dissociated from other aspects

of the current biodiversity crisis, as they are very much a consequence of

it. For example, if an ecosystem is inherently vulnerable to invasions by

predators because it lacks a trophic level given the amount of energy avail-

able (Oksanen et al., 1981; Persson et al., 1992), removing the invader will

not provide a long-term solution, unless the surplus of energy (e.g. due to

nutrient enrichment) is treated as well.

While these principles are supported by scientific knowledge and theory,

putting them into practise is not easy. Indeed, most ecosystems are affected

simultaneously by multiple stressors (Crain et al., 2008; Tylianakis et al.,

2008). An integrated vision of ecosystem functioning has inspired European

directives to monitor and maintain the quality of inland water ecosystems.

However, there is still room to extend this vision to legal and technical tools

for invasive species management, such as “Invasive Species Predictive

Schemes” (Whitney and Gabler, 2008). These schemes are, for the most

part, species-centred, and they try to determine and prioritize potential

invaders that should be put under surveillance. Such schemes may benefit

frommoving to a species-and-network information framework. Our review

suggests that invasions are context-dependent, so that an invasive species in a

given area may not be a likely invader in another. For example, the large

meta-analysis by Van Kleunen et al. (2010) showed that predictions based

on traits of invasives are greatly improved when comparing them to those

of resident species from the local network, rather to noninvasive aliens (a

purely species-centred view). An example of this is the Tephritidae case

study in Section 3. In a given territory, traits of successive invaders follow

a directional trend (recent invaders have slower life-histories, and produce

fewer but larger juveniles), indicating that each newly established species in a

community modifies the trait distribution from which future successful

invaders might be drawn. For a given location, such as an island, the analysis

should start by identifying gaps (traits, functional groups, trophic levels),

then cross-referencing this information with the characteristics of potential

invaders.

We anticipate two difficulties in achieving this, linked to the interaction

types involved and to evolutionary dynamics. The food web approaches,

that are the subject of this review, only consider trophic interactions

(Cohen, 1977; Pimm, 1979; Pimm and Lawton, 1978; Williams and
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Martinez, 2000). Other network approaches includemutualistic interactions

(Bascompte, 2006; Jordano et al., 2003; Rohr et al., 2014). The rules of sys-

tem assembly or stability (including resilience to invasion) change from net-

works of one interaction type to another. For instance, it has been proposed

that network nestedness contributes to the stability of mutualistic networks,

but weakens the stability of antagonistic networks, while the reverse seems

to be true for network compartmentalization (Th�ebault and Fontaine,

2010). Because invasive species impact local networks through negative

(Dorcas et al., 2012) or positive (Yang et al., 2011) interactions, this sepa-

ration of interactions is an important shortcoming for our understanding

of biological invasions. The structure and stability of networks containing

different interaction types is a recent topic (Fontaine et al., 2011;

Georgelin and Loeuille, 2014; K�efi et al., 2012) and we have little data

on such complete networks (but see Melian et al., 2009; Pocock et al.,

2012). Another related issue is that ecosystem engineering (Jones et al.,

1994) is seldom considered in network approaches. However, some of

the most spectacular effects of invasive species happen through ecosystem

engineering or niche construction (reviewed in Ehrenfeld, 2010). It is there-

fore important to develop conceptual models that merge classic trophic or

mutualistic networks with ecosystem engineering effects.

A second limit concerns the role of evolution. We proposed earlier the

use of the species traits and traits already present in the network to predict

which species are likely to be invaders. While this is surely an adequate first

step, a potential problem is that evolution can quickly modify the traits of

resident and invasive species (Lambrinos, 2004; Moran and Alexander,

2014; Stockwell et al., 2003). Invasive species create large selective pressures

on species at the same trophic level, as well as a few steps up and down.Many

instances of evolution of the recipient communities have now been

observed, from morphological adaptation of local herbivores to new plants

(Carroll et al., 2005) to adaptation of predators to the defences of invasive

prey (Phillips and Shine, 2004). As a consequence of these multiple obser-

vations, it has been suggested that such evolutionary or plastic trait change

should also be considered in “Invasive Species Predictive Schemes”

(Whitney and Gabler, 2008).

5.2 Using Ecological Networks to Limit Impacts or Exclude
Invaders

A network perspective may help in reducing the impacts of invasive species

or excluding them. Indirect effects due to bottom-up controls (species
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limitation by resources) and top-down controls (limitation by enemies) have

been studied extensively in the past 50 years and that this work may give

some insight into the management of biological invasions.

Species competition for resources is the dominant force determining the

distribution of biomass within networks with bottom-up control. Increasing

resources allows for a general increase in biomass and food chain length. As a

consequence, increased nutrient or energy availability facilitates the mainte-

nance of invasive predators; and, for management, it may be important to

focus on the interaction between biological invasions and nutrient imbal-

ance (e.g. eutrophication) rather than on invasion per se. This idea has

received lots of theoretical (Loeuille and Loreau, 2006; Oksanen et al.,

1981) and empirical support (Arim et al., 2007; Dickman et al., 2008;

Townsend et al., 1998, but see Post et al., 2000). In such instances, the long-

term solution may be to reduce the primary production in the system.

Another option might be to allow another invasive predator with mild effect

to occupy the niche. However, such controlled invasion touches on many

issues of ethics and societal norms that go beyond the scope of this review.

Reduction of available energy and primary production may also have some

system-dependent effects. It may be efficient in eutrophicated waters, where

reducing nitrogen or phosphorus can only make the ecosystem healthier.

For instance in several marine ecosystems large amounts of nutrient (and

overfishing) have fostered the invasion by different species of jellyfish

(Richardson et al., 2011). In coastal ecosystems, a global correlation between

eutrophication and species invasion has been found (Lotze et al., 2006).

When the local ecosystem is not obviously eutrophicated, however, reduc-

tion of local energy may have many different and potentially hard to predict

side effects. In food webs that are already weakened by the recent invasion of

a species, for example, reducing the available energy may be the final straw

for some of its competitors.

While such ideas of fighting invasions by bottom-up control are rarely

applied, currently, top-down controls to limit the impact of invasive species

are much more widely used. Much of biological control uses local or intro-

duced predators to fight the invasion of a species in a given ecosystem.Much

of this literature is devoted to the management of pests in agrosystems

(Bohan et al., 2013; McFadyen, 1998), but in several instances, biological

control has been used in natural ecosystems to limit the growth of an invasive

species (Hoddle, 2004; Shea et al., 2010). As biological control requires the

introduction of a predator to limit the focal species, decisions for which

predator to use have to be made. Particularly, the traits of the predator have
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to be chosen carefully to limit potential side effects. While a specialist pred-

ator may seem ideal, as it will likely focus on the invasive species, this strategy

has two drawbacks. First, a specialist able to eliminate the invasive species

will, by definition, not exist in the native community, so that such species

often have to be taken from the invasive range, technically opening the door

for a new invasion (Hoddle, 2004). Second, theoretical work predicts that

very specialized consumers will likely lead to boom and crash cycles (Hanski

et al., 1991, 2001), so that the maintenance of the control agent is not

guaranteed in the long term.One proposed solution is to introduce and asso-

ciation of two specialist enemies (Ong and Vandermeer, 2015). The alter-

native, of choosing a generalist consumer, will likely create many side effects

on the community. Most particularly, generalist control agents may switch

to concentrate on native species. They also have a much larger chance to

become pervasive in the ecosystem, becoming an invasive species them-

selves. As an example, the cane toad (a generalist consumer) was introduced

as control agent in many different sugar cane ecosystems, and became inva-

sive on a number of islands, most notably having large effects on Australian

ecosystems (Shine, 2010). While the recommendation for choosing special-

ists over generalists might seem simple and intuitive, it may not be so easy in

practise. Often, species that seem specialized may reveal themselves to be

generalist, either because they were constrained to a realized (specialized)

niche or because the breadth of the feeding niche changed when used as

a control agent, due to plastic or evolutionary changes (Jones and

Gomulkiewicz, 2012; Loeuille et al., 2013). The consumption (and extinc-

tion) of local endemic snails by the invasive predatory snail, E. rosea (a bio-

control agent), in the Pacific islands clearly demonstrates the possible speed

of adaptation to the consumption of nontarget, native species.

Bottom-up and top-down controls often occur simultaneously in nature.

In general, it has been pointed out that bottom-up control likely dominates

at lower trophic levels (i.e. the plant compartment, and sometimes the her-

bivores), while the top-down controls are dominant at higher trophic levels.

This view is consistent with empirical observations both in freshwater

(McQueen et al., 1989) and terrestrial systems (Halaj and Wise, 2001). Tro-

phic cascades have indeed been observed at higher trophic levels (Halaj and

Wise, 2001), while at the plant trophic level, variations in edibility is thought

to largely reduce the amplitude of top-down effects (Hunter and Price,

1992; Loeuille and Loreau, 2004; Strong, 1992; White, 2005). These large

amounts of plant defences may in turn severely limit plant consumption by

herbivores, so that bottom-up control may also apply at this trophic level
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(White, 2005). If this scheme is correct, then our invasion management rec-

ipes based on bottom-up control should mainly be used to control invasive

species at lower trophic levels (e.g. plants and herbivores), while top-down

control solutions should be targeted at invaders into the upper trophic levels.

5.3 Implications of Invader Removal From a Network
Perspective

The most commonly applied policy against invasion remains the direct

removal of the invasive species itself. Invasive rats or cats on islands are often

the direct targets of eradication programmes (Courchamp et al., 2003;

Nogales et al., 2004). While some of these removals act by hunting individ-

uals, in most cases the eradication methods rely on poisonings (Courchamp

et al., 2003; Nogales et al., 2004). Chemical warfare against an invasive

species may have large inadvertent impacts on other species (Courchamp

et al., 2003). For instance, agricultural pesticides have important effects

on nontarget species (Bourguet and Guillemaud, 2016; Theiling and

Croft, 1988). While the effects likely vary depending on the network struc-

ture, the accumulation of pesticide up food chains has been widely docu-

mented (Vo et al., 2011), so that native top predators can be impacted by

poison-based eradication programmes that target lower trophic levels.

Whatever eradication method is used, indirect effects following eradica-

tion may propagate within the network. Once an invader is eliminated, local

species may take time, or even never manage, to restore the functioning in its

preinvasion state. In some instances, the invasive species created new habitats

that were then used by native species or modified the ecosystem through

engineering effects thereby acting positively on some species of the network.

Eradication will therefore involve clear trade-offs. Zavaleta et al. (2001)

details how invasive shrubs of the genus Tamarix, despite their detrimental

effects on many riparian communities in North America, provide important

nesting sites for the endangered willow flycatcher, Empidonax traillii extimus.

Similarly, removing an invasive species that had a large biomass or produc-

tivity will likely create important bottom-up effects (see Section 3.3). In a

Portuguese marsh, the invasive crayfish Procambarus clarkii is an important

resource for nine endemic mammal and bird species. Removing such inva-

sive species may undermine the resource basis of many native species, at least

during the period that native prey populations may take to recover. Unfor-

tunately, recovery is not systematic, making the whole process risky. The

removal of alien species may thus lead to further disequilibrium within

the community (Courchamp et al., 2003). When the invasive species is a
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predator, indirect effects due to top-down controls are similarly expected,

especially through trophic cascades and relaxation of apparent competition

(see Section 3). Again, such indirect effects are now well documented

(Ehrenfeld, 2010; Zavaleta et al., 2001).

While accounting for ecological indirect effects is certainly important

before planning an eradication, it is also fruitful to consider the evolutionary

perspective. Eradication policies may affect both the evolution of the inva-

sive species and that of residents. The extra mortality exerted on invasive

species through hunting, poisoning, etc., coupled to the high abundance

and/or rapid growth rate, make them prime candidates for evolutionary

rescue (Gomulkiewicz and Holt, 1995). Some striking examples of evolu-

tionary rescue come from eradication programme of invasive species

(Carlson et al., 2014; Stockwell et al., 2003; Vander Wal et al., 2013). These

include multiple observations of evolved resistance to pesticides by agricul-

tural pests and to antibiotics by bacteria (Carlson et al., 2014) or to poisoning

(Vander Wal et al., 2013). It seems that whatever the aptness of the eradi-

cation plan, invasive species have traits that make it possible for them to

adapt. Indeed, most eradication programmes fail. Even on islands, and for

invasive species that are quite large (e.g. cats), only a small minority of

the eradication programmes attempted have succeed (Nogales et al.,

2004). Confronted to increased extrinsic mortality, invasives are selected

to evolve faster growth rates, earlier maturation and smaller body sizes

(Coltman et al., 2003; Grift et al., 2003; Law, 2000; Olsen et al., 2004),

which make eradication increasingly unlikely.

Eradication programmes may also interfere with the evolution of resi-

dent species. Resident species, where they do not go extinct, often adapt

to the invasion (see Section 3). However, such evolutionary responses come

with associated trade-offs or costs, either at the expense of the reproductive

or at the growth rate of the species (Herms and Mattson, 1992; Reznick

et al., 2000; Steiner and Pfeiffer, 2007) or by changing the cost/benefits

of other ecological interactions (M€uller-Sch€arer et al., 2004; Strauss et al.,
2002). These costs are only offset because they confer an advantage in the

presence of the invasive species. When the invasive species is removed, such

species will be subject to the costs without any benefit, thereby experiencing

reduced growth rates and being at a disadvantage in the invader-free envi-

ronment. In such conditions, we do not expect the system to return imme-

diately to its preinvasion state. Indeed, further invasions may be facilitated by

the investment of local species to defence against a past invader at the

expense of their competitive ability.
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Finally, althoughwe have tried to illustrate how network thinking can be

used in management, we acknowledge that management is often based on

practical, correlative approaches rather than conceptual understanding.

A species observed to be invasive somewhere (or closely related to a known

invader), will be treated as a potential invader elsewhere (Bellard et al., 2013;

Bertelsmeier et al., 2014; Vander Zanden et al., 2010), and the recipe for its

management will be largely drawn from previous experience (Courchamp

et al., 2003). Although intuitive, the correlative approach leaves out impor-

tant ecology necessary for prediction. First, it will not help the management

of a new problem (i.e. a new invasive species or an old one in a new context),

for which no or limited data exist. That is, it is only a good cure if one has

already been sick. Second, correlation may not give optimal guidance from

an allocation of resource viewpoint. Correlative policies to either prevent

introduction or extirpate a known invader entail considerable costs. Knowl-

edge of the species traits and the composition of local networks (in terms of

trait, functions, etc.) would reduce such costs by identifying where and

when this particular species might be dangerous, neutral, or beneficial, thus

tuning the management approach. While previous work on this question

indicates that past history may be used to forecast impacts (Kulhanek

et al., 2011; Ricciardi, 2003), these studies incorporate the biomass of the

invader, which is tightly linked to the network context, and the previous

state of the invaded community (network information per se). Purely cor-

relative approaches may also fail to predict the consequences of indirect eco-

logical effects and evolutionary dynamics. To take just one example,

ignoring the possibility of evolutionary rescue will likely yield strong

underestimates of the effort and money to be devoted to invasive species

management or eradication. Evolution of resistance to pesticides and anti-

biotics are now major constraints affecting economies worldwide

(Carlson et al., 2014).

6. CONCLUSION

Invasion biology needs a network perspective. We found that

many empirical studies have adopted the species-centred viewpoint while

few adopt the food-web perspective, possibly as a consequence of intrinsic

costs and difficulties of their construction. This situation poses practical

problems to our effort to understand invasion: (i) the species-centred

approach runs the risk of large biases as researchers will tend to focus on spe-

cies with particularly important effects or that are particularly impacted;
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(ii) by focussing on a single pathway, the species-centred approach will tend

to ignore interaction between different causes of invasion and (iii) invasions

are a global problem and providing solution by focusing on each individual

invader in turn will prove to be an endless job unless generalities emerge

from the accumulation of case studies—a likelihood we believe is too opti-

mistic given the biases in (i) and (ii). It is necessary to address, therefore, the

question of impacts at the ecosystem level, potentially at the risk of losing

species-specific details, and ecological networks such as food webs are

one of the most intuitive conceptualizations we can make of an ecosystem.

Unfortunately, to date, the empirical data lag well behind theory.

The structure of resident food webs determines the extent of

potential impacts of invasive species. The complexity of most food

webs leads to a simple expectation that we call the attenuation principle.

Impacts are usually attenuated by dilution when they propagate along more

steps in the food web because each species has many interactions. For the

same reason, we expect negative impacts to bemore evident at lower trophic

levels below the invasive species. Evidence from species-centred studies sup-

port this view, as strong negative impacts, especially extinctions of resident

species, result more frequently from direct predation than from indirect

interactions such as exploitative or apparent competition. However, not

all food webs are equally prone to this attenuation. Low diversity of the res-

ident food web, with few but strong trophic links and efficient consumption

of primary production, such as in some lake ecosystems, can ensure higher

propagation of impacts along several steps, sometimes down to primary pro-

ducers with the potential for impacts on the whole ecosystem. The impact is

also enhanced when the invader is an ecosystem engineer or belongs to a

new functional group or trophic level, such as a new top predator or type

of herbivore. Such invaders may produce new ways to exploit resources

and divert lots of the energy andmatter flow away from previously dominant

pathways.

Incidence of invasions depends on trait complementarity of

invaders relative to residents and reflect insaturation of the resident

community. Community ecology theory, in addition to several lines of

empirical evidence, suggests that invaders should mostly position themselves

in “available niches”. In a food web, these “niches” are defined by sets of

potential ascending or descending trophic links, such as the ability to exploit

species A and B efficiently but not C and D, or to be an easy prey for X but

defended against Y, which together allow a positive rate of population

growth. Introduced species will tend to establish themselves if their traits
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result in a unique combination of links dissimilar to that of any resident,

either within a functional group already present (e.g. new body size in lake

fish) or by being from a formerly absent functional group. At first glance,

however, this seems at odds with the expectation that invaders are often gen-

eralists and may have strong negative impacts on resident species. If invasives

usually fill local trait gaps in the resident community, should they not rather

be new local specialists than ubiquitous generalists?

There are several solutions to this apparent paradox. First, even when

some niches are vacant, theory predicts little competitive impact but does

not preclude strong top-down impacts. Second, anthropization may

create a “global niche”with a variety of resources available to species that

are able to tolerate the conditions of anthropized systems. This tends to

favour species that are “generalists” in the sense that they exploit many dif-

ferent prey, but could otherwise be treated as “specialists” of anthropogenic

situations. The consequence is that invaders may often be limited by com-

petition with other invaders (cf. the Tephritid fly case study in Section 3). In

addition, invasion can often be considered a symptom of previous distur-

bance or anthropization. Thus, trying to remove the invader is not a good

long-term strategy if the root cause of the disturbance is not also dealt with

(cf. Section 4). Third, long-term evolutionary isolation (islands) also

creates ecosystems with less functional groups than usual, such as those that

do not have certain types of predator, and that are sensitive to invasions. In

both cases, whether of anthropized systems or islands, invaders will tend to

appear as generalists in the resident community because the latter is

“immature”. A newcomer will then be able to exploit lots of resource

because the system is evolutionarily and ecologically young and trait com-

binations that make an invader more efficient at exploitation than resident

species are readily found.

The lack of common ecological and evolutionary history

between invaders and residents is involved in, but not entirely

responsible for, negative impacts of invaders on recipient food

webs. While the role of evolutionary naı̈vet�e is frequently mentioned in

the invasion literature, this role has been shrouded in ambiguity and contra-

diction. We believe that this stems from a biased view of the lack of coevo-

lutionary history, which is often considered to provide a systematic

advantage to outsiders. The lack of coevolution between two (or more)

potentially interacting species would predict more variance in interaction

strength, such as a very high or very low predation efficiency. Indeed

extreme interactions are unlikely to persist over long ecological or
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evolutionary time in resident communities, as one species evolves defences

or goes extinct. However, lack of coevolution by itself does not explain an

asymmetrical advantage to the outsider. This asymmetry results from the

condition that the growth rate of the alien species must be positive in the

resident community, and possibly even very high. This bias is reinforced

by the propensity of researchers to study only spectacular invasions.

Finally, these considerations pose questions for the long-term

readjustment of food webs and communities after invasion. It has

long been observed that some invaders decline after a period of extremely

high abundance (Simberloff and Gibbons, 2004). This is to be expected if

they exploit some resource better than residents, as they will reduce the

equilibrium abundance of this resource. Invaders may, for example, grow

fast initially by consuming lots of available prey and as a result the abundance

of this prey community decreases, and so subsequently does the invader.

However, evolutionary responses of resident species may also contribute

to the modification of the long-term equilibria of invaded food webs.

Because invaders have already passed the “invasion filter” the evolutionary

challenge posed by invasions is initially towards the resident species, and

many examples of relatively rapid evolution among native species have been

described that tend to mitigate the negative impacts of invaders. While there

is certainly room to debate the optimism of this “Community-strikes-back”

scenario, the opposing, apocalyptic vision of impacts of invasion has no bet-

ter grounding but still pervades the literature. It may not, therefore, always

be a good idea to try to remove an invader if resident species are either

extinct, or largely engaged in a process of adaptation to interactions with

the newcomer. Practical invasion management policies should accept that

sometimes there is simply no way back to the preinvasion state. Rather,

it would be better to manage ecosystems to render them resistant to invasion

in the first place, by limiting nutrient input for example, or to influence the

new network, with its invasive species, to best fit societal demands for bio-

diversity and ecosystem service.

6.1 Future Directions
More data are needed on invasions at the food web scale. While evidence is

growing for a role of diversity in protecting against invasions or buffering

their impact, we still do not have enough data to construct general patterns

about the kind of position invaders take in a food web, and the associated

changes in overall food web structure. The data, ideally of food webs before
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and after invasion(s), or of more or less invaded food webs, are exceedingly

rare. Measuring species abundances is not enough, because invasive and res-

ident species may shift their diet in ways that are not straightforward follow-

ing invasion. Therefore, trophic links need to be evaluated before and after

invasion. To date, direct observation (as in plant–herbivore–parasitoid net-

work) and isotopes were the methods of choice for determining trophic

links. The development of high-throughput metabarcoding of gut contents

will certainly offer a rich source of data in the future, although not devoid of

their own limitations (Kamenova et al., 2017). In addition, when the data

allow it, invasion into foodwebs should ideally be considered in a spatial con-

text that accounts for processes limiting dispersal (Massol et al., 2017).

There is a clear need to systematically incorporate evolutionary thinking

into invasion and network analysis. There are more and more examples of

rapid evolution of local species in response to trophic or competitive inter-

actions with invaders, yet each is treated as an “isolated” case study. Invaders

often change the interactions context of many species in a food web. For

example, we would predict that indirect competition with invaders would

challenge local species to adapt to increased predation by their usual, local

predators—even though there is as yet no such example in the literature.

Life-history traits are also relatively understudied, although they are very

good candidates for rapid evolutionary responses given that they usually dis-

play high genetic variance, and can modulate the demographic impact of

new interspecific interactions, from predation to competition, or reflect

growth or fecundity costs of the acquisition of other traits, such as defences.

As such, screening changes in life-history traits in local species following

invasion would be a worthwhile goal.

Finally, we would point out that there is a great deal more to ecological

network analysis than food webs. Here, we have focused on networks of

predators and prey, but network thinking can be applied to all ecological

interactions, including mutualisms (e.g. pollinator plant), metabolic

interactions in microbial communities, and host–pathogen interactions

(seeM�edoc et al., 2017),with the potential of great insight into related aspects
of invasion.
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GLOSSARY
Biotic-resistance hypothesis the idea that healthy and/or diverse resident populations

or communities of predators limit the success and the impact of invasions in an

ecosystem.

Bipartite network a network of interaction composed of two groups of nodes, interactions

being restricted to pairs of nodes that belong to different groups (e.g. plant pollinator

networks or plant–herbivore networks).
Competition interspecific competition is defined as a reduction in individual fecundity,

survival, or growth as a result either of exploitation of resources or of interference

with individuals of another species. Exploitative competition occurs through the consump-

tion of a common limiting resource, which might be another species, nutrients, water,

sunshine, etc. Interference competition requires direct negative interactions (e.g. fights,

poisoning).

Compartmentalization (of a network) the tendency for species within a network to

form separate clusters based on interaction frequency.

Connectance (of a network) the proportion of realized over all potential interactions in

the network.

Ecological displacement change in the range of diet, resource, or habitat used by a species

as a consequence of competition with another species.

Enemy release (hypothesis) the idea that invasive species have a high population growth

rate in their area of introduction because their populations are not or little controlled by

specialist, coevolved enemies.

Evolutionary rescue the process by which a population confronted with a deteriorating

environment evolves traits that allow it to escape extinction.

Filter (invasion filter) a biotic or abiotic constraint that makes the distribution of a

trait in successful invaders different from that of introduced species that did not manage

to invade. Biotic filters are due to interspecific interactions between resident and

introduced species, such as competition or predation, while abiotic filters are due to

the suitability or insuitability of physicochemical conditions such as soil acidity and

temperature.

Food web a set of taxa linked to one another by trophic interactions (is eaten by).

Horizontal diversity (in a network) diversity of species within a given trophic level.

Hyperpredation a special case of apparent competition, that occurs when an introduced

prey boosts resident populations of a generalist predator, therefore increasing predation

pressure on a resident prey.

Invasional meltdown a hypothesis stating that the presence of invaders increases the prob-

ability of further invasion, inducing a positive feedback loop.

Invasive species (or invader) in this chapter, we adopt the following definition: an alien,

introduced species that is able to grow in numbers, spread in space, and maintain itself in

its area of introduction.

Native species a species present in a given area since prehuman times.

Phenotype matching and phenotype differences two ways to model how phenotypes

may determine predation efficiency. Under the phenotype matching paradigm, effi-

ciency is highest when predator traits match prey traits as exactly as possible; while under

the phenotype difference paradigm, predation efficiency depends on the signed pheno-

typic distance between the two species (e.g. predation efficiency increases as predator

phenotype gets increasingly larger than prey phenotype).
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Relative trophic position hypothesis the idea that invaders have positive effects on res-

ident species at higher trophic levels, while they have negative effects on species at the

same trophic level.

Resident species (relative to a particular invasive species) a species that was present and

maintaining itself in a given area before the arrival of a particular invasive species.
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